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For the first time, UT-Brownsville will 
have a campuswide honor code, and the 
student-run Honor Code Development 
Committee is seeking student opinion. 
Starting today, students may vote on 
Blackboard if they like the draft or not, 
said Angelica Corona, chair of the Honor 
Code Development Committee.
Corona, a senior management major, 
is among the five students selected to 
be part of the committee. Hilda Silva, 
vice president for Student Affairs, 
recommended the students, who were 
chosen based on their leadership roles.  
Also on the committee are Julio 
Ramos, who won the Leadership Ring 
last semester; Eréndira Santillana, vice 
president of historical archives for the 
Student Government Association; Eva 
Robles, president of Kappa Omega 
and the Greek Council; and Scarlett 
Hernandez, a university ambassador. 
“He contacted the five of us students, 
and we started working on the draft for 
the honor code,” Corona said of David 
Marquez, director of Students Rights. 
“The students can say if they like the 
code, and if they have any comments.” 
“An honor code is the most important 
of values that we would expect from a 
student,” Marquez said. “It’s important 
simply not only as a reminder but also as 
a common set of expectations from one 
another.”
An honor code protects the value of the 
degree and enriches students’ academic 
experience, he said. 
“It’s a form of identity of who our 
students are,” he said. 
The development of the honor code is 
not a response to any problems, he said; 
rather, it’s something that a university 
student population would want to have.
“The honor code would serve as a 
common denomination for students,” 
Marquez said.
If a majority of the students agree 
with the honor code, the committee 
will inform the administration. Final 
approval will be given by UT-Brownsville 
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See HONOR CODE, Page 11
Another year of sharing
H-E-B to host holiday dinner Wednesday
By Kaila Contreras
THE COLLEGIAN
H-E-B Food Stores Inc. will host its 
annual Feast of Sharing event from 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Jacob Brown Auditorium. 
Feast of Sharing, 
in which the 
community is 
invited to enjoy a 
free, traditional 
Thanksgiving meal, 
began in Laredo in 
1989 and has been 










making plans, working 
on things since June,” H-E-B 
Public Affairs Specialist Virginia Perez 
said. “The process is rather 
lengthy. We have to meet 
with a couple of vendors that do 
business with us, provide some of the 
product things like milk, bread and maybe 
chocolate milk. So we start meeting with 
t h e m to get commitments from 
them for each 
of the 
dinners.”
In the Rio 
Grande Valley alone, 
Perez said that more 
than 57,000 people 
attend the Feast of 
Sharing.
About 3,000 pounds 
of turkey breast, 2,500 
pounds of corn bread 
dressing, 140 gallons 
of gravy, 380 gallons of 
mashed potatoes, 95 gallons of 
cranberry sauce, 220 pounds of 
mixed vegetables and 12,000 pumpkin 
pies and dinner rolls are needed for 
H-E-B to feed one city, she said.
Doors will open an hour before serving 
begins. Giving the invocation in English 
See FEAST, Page 11
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In appreciation of staff  
UT-Brownsville Vice President for Economic Development and Community Services Irv 
Downing (from left), Vice President for Student Affairs Hilda Silva, Provost Alan Artibise 
and Vice President for Business Affairs Rosemary Martinez help serve Academic Business 
Analyst Rosalinda Salazar during the Staff Appreciation Block Party, held Nov. 8 in the Main 
Building courtyard. University staff members were served hot dogs, hamburgers, chips and 












The University of Texas 
System board of regents 
has approved a $196 
million allocation of 
Permanent University 
Funds for the UT 
South Texas Project, 
which will consolidate UT-
Brownsville and UT-Pan American and 
create a medical school.  
PUF is a public endowment that 
provides financial support to institutions 
in the University of Texas and Texas A&M 
University systems. 
During the regents meeting in Austin 
last Thursday, UT-Brownsville President 
Juliet V. García, Physics and Astronomy 
Associate Professor Fredrick Jenet and 
two graduate students advocated for the 
money. 
“Today, the UT-Brownsville Physics 
Department is composed of 17 faculty 
members who over just the past five 
years have attracted almost $15 million in 
external research funding,” García said. 
She said the Arecibo Remote Command 
Center, a program developed at UTB, is 
offering unique research opportunities to 
students in the community.
“This program has been key in making 
UT-Brownsville now one of the top 10 
producers in the nation of Hispanic 
physics graduates,” she said. 
The Arecibo Remote Command Center 
controls the largest radio telescope in the 
world, Jenet said.
“It’s the best asset this planet has to 
offer,” he said. 
This program has developed students 
and attracted the attention of SpaceX, 
Jenet said. SpaceX designs, manufactures 
and launches advanced rockets and 
spacecraft. The company has proposed 
building a launch site in Cameron County.
Graduate students Joey Martinez and 
Louis Dartez, who were part of the ARCC 
program, spoke about their experiences 
with the program.
“Since [I was] a high school student 
until now, I have personally been able 
to discover 18 pulsars,” Martinez said. 
Pulsars are rare neutron stars. 
Dartez, a graduate student, is designing 
and developing a new instrument that is 
a data acquisition system for a telescope.
“It is a radio telescope that we are 
building at the University of Texas at 
Brownsville,” he said.
Dartez plans to pursue a doctoral 
degree.
“It breaks my heart that I might have to 




$72 million earmarked 
for Brownsville academic 
building, acquisitions
By Marlane Rodriguez 
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The Honor Code Development Committee is 
seeking students’ input on the draft of the 
code. Students may voice their opinions via 
Blackboard from Nov. 18 to 22. 
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If you ever thought about telling 
your professors what you think of their 
teaching methods, now is your chance.
The Office of Institutional Research, 
Planning and Effectiveness is 
implementing a campaign to promote 
student participation in instruction 
evaluation surveys. 
The office is collaborating with the 
Offices of the Provost, Marketing and 
Creative Services, the Faculty Senate and 
Staff Senate. 
“This initiative has taken place every 
semester, which is where students 
have an opportunity to evaluate their 
particular course instructor at the end 
of the semester,” said Celina Garza, 
the assistant director of the Office of 
Institutional Research, Planning and 
Effectiveness. 
Garza said completing the evaluations 
is a way for students to help improve 
teaching and learning.
“The students’ evaluations of 
instruction are used by Academic Affairs 
and by our deans and chairs to evaluate 
the quality of instruction of faculty 
members,” she said. 
Students’ feedback is critical for 
faculty, Garza said. 
“It’s critical for them to understand 
from students’ perspective how to make 
learning more effective, to understand 
where they can improve, what’s working, 
what isn’t working,” she said.
Students who complete the evaluation 
will be entered in a drawing to win a free 
iPad. 
Participation will be promoted with 
banners and posters across campus. 
Students will receive an e-mail and pop-
up messages on Blackboard throughout 
the entire two-week evaluation period. 
The evaluation period is from Nov. 25 to 
Dec. 6. 
“We’re also trying to increase 
awareness among faculty,” Garza said. 
The response rate for evaluations in 
the past for a long semester is 53 percent 
Rate your professor
Evaluations begin Nov. 25
By Marlane Rodriguez 
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to 58 percent of the overall student 
population.
“We’d like to see a better response 
rate,” Garza said. “Our ultimate goal is 
a 100 percent response rate, but we’re 
looking to increase that at least 15 to 20 
percentage points.”
The evaluations, which are optional, 
will be confidential. 
“Many students are concerned about 
confidentiality,” Garza said. “We want 
to assure students that their information 
and evaluations are strictly confidential. 
No one, with the exception of our office, 
will know who completes the evaluations, 
and our office maintains integrity and 
we do not release that information to 
anyone.”
Faculty, chairs and deans will be 
provided with aggregated results of the 
survey.
Bobbette Morgan, a professor in the 
Teaching, Learning and Innovation 
Department and president of the Faculty 
Senate, said the University of Texas 
System implemented a change effective 
this semester in which the entire system 
will use the same questions.
“The five that were agreed upon are 
pretty much like what we used in the 
past,” Morgan said. Faculty will not see 
results until the semester ends, after 
graduation. 
She said the evaluations are used to 
improve teaching.
“When students provide input to us, 
then we can, hopefully, do a better job 
with our next classes,” Morgan said.
Professors can add more questions 
besides the required five.
 “We get [the results] electronically, 
usually a week or so later,” Morgan said.  
Sophomore mathematics major 
Armando Cortez said he completed the 
evaluations last semester and plans 
to evaluate his four instructors this 
semester.
“There are better professors than 
others; people have to know which one 
is,” Cortez said. “The professors deserve 
to know what they are doing wrong or 
right.”
Marlane rodriguez /Collegian 
Students will be able to respond to the list of questions with 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = 
neutral, 4 = disagree or  5 = strongly disagree. The evaluations will open at 8 a.m. Nov. 25 and 
continue through midnight Dec. 6. 
Being depressed is more than just 
being sad; it is something that you can’t 
quite shake off. You might feel alone but 
you can’t bring yourself to do something 
about it. 
In a world where everyone is constantly 
judging you, it is hard not to believe 
them and that judgment, and sometimes 
bullying, can lead to depression.
“Depression a lot of time has to do 
with people’s self-esteem,” said Maureen 
Green, a nurse practitioner in UT-
Brownsville’s Student Health Services 
Department. “It can be situational--for 
example, bullying--or if you are in an 
abusive relationship, or you lose a family 
member. All of those things, even though 
they are not chemical, they contribute to 
the depression because of that constant 
stress.”
The chemical part of depression has 
to do with decreased levels of serotonin, 
dopamine and norepinephrine. 
Serotonin is the chemical in the brain 
College 101: Second in a series
A smile holds many secrets
Tips on how to spot and overcome depression
By Monica Gudiño
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that makes you feel good. Stress can use 
up all your serotonin. 
Leticia Fierros-Garza, a counselor in 
Student Health Services, said depression 
falls into several categories depending on 
its duration and how often it happens.
Many people don’t know they are 
depressed and, therefore, don’t seek 
help. Here are some tips she offered to 
help recognize the symptoms.
One of the first signs to look for is an 
outgoing person who suddenly distances 
himself or herself from everyone. 
The second sign is a person who has 
low energy, is not concentrating and 
whose grades are slipping. 
The biggest red flag is if the person says 
things like, “I wish my life was over” or “I 
wish I didn’t have to be here anymore.” 
People with these thoughts need to seek 
professional help. 
Student Health Services offers 
confidential counseling to students 
struggling with depression.
Green also recommends the websites 
www.mayoclinic.com and www.nih.gov.
“Those are reliable sites,” she said. 
“They are scientific, they have good 
information. … They have the diagnosis 
of depression; then they would give you 
the symptoms.”
Green offered some tips that can help 
prevent depression.
“Stay connected, don’t withdraw, do 
normal activities,” she said. “Even if you 
don’t want to, exercise, eat right and get 
sleep. Lack of sleep can push you into 
depression.”
Andrea Aleman, an event coordinator 
for the Active Minds Club, suggests 
action for those feeling depressed.
“If you are feeling upset or depressed, 
go talk to somebody or do something 
about it,” Aleman said. “Don’t just wait 
around for somebody to come and help 
you.”
If you’re in the spirit to give back now 
or any time of the year, you might want 
to check out the UT-Brownsville Ocelot 
Volunteer Fair, scheduled from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. Wednesday on the Student Union 
lawn.
“We’re bringing organizations to the 
campus so students can talk to them 
and ask what opportunities they have 
available,” said Student Engagement 
Executive Director Sergio Martinez. “Right 
now, we have about 20 [organizations] 
confirmed but we’re still getting last-
minute people who want to join. We’re 
hoping to get at least 30 organizations.” 
Organizations that will be present at the 
fair hosted by Student Life and the Center 
for Civic Engagement are the UT-Pan 
American Coastal Studies Laboratory, 
Gladys Porter Zoo, United Way of 
Southern Cameron County, Ozanam 
Center, Sea Turtle Inc., Children’s 
Museum of Brownsville, Food Bank of the 
RGV, La Posada Providencia, Infant and 
Family Nutrition Agency, YouthBuild, 
Food Bank of Brownsville, United Blood 
Services, Brownsville Wellness Coalition, 
MADD South Texas, Ebony Lake Nursing 
and Rehabilitation Center, Friends of 
Isla Blanca, Family Crisis Center, South 
Padre Island Birding and Nature Center, 
Tip of Texas Family Outreach, Su Clinica 
Familiar and CASA of Cameron and 
Willacy Counties.
“Commitment, punctuality and the 
desire to help others is what we are 
looking for in a volunteer,” said Alma 
Herrera, executive director of Tip of Texas 
Family Outreach.
Volunteers can assist with clerical 
duties, maintenance, special projects, 
fundraising during events and assisting 
facilitators during parenting classes, 
Herrera said. 
The agency has hired volunteers in the 
past, she said.
Martinez said this is a good opportunity 
for students to engage in their community.
“Part of our mission at UT-Brownsville 
is to create civic-minded leaders and part 
of that leadership includes a sense of 
social responsibility. We want students 
on their own time to engage with the 
community and this is one way we can 
make it easy for them to engage, instead 
of them trying to run around and look for 
volunteer opportunities.”
The Coastal Studies Laboratory is 
looking for volunteers who don’t mind 
getting their hands dirty and love animals.
“Volunteers help us with red tide 
monitoring, marine mammal rescue and 
rehabilitation,” UTPA Coastal Studies 
Laboratory Senior Program Coordinator 
Brigette Goza said.
The event will feature door prizes and 
refreshments will be served.
’Tis the season to give back
By Amanda Arredondo
 THE COLLEGIAN
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What are you thankful for? 
Angel Valdez
UTB computer science senior
 “Personally, 
what I am 
t h a n k f u l 
for is that I 
was able to 
wake in the 
m o r n i n g . 
I mean, 
o t h e r w i s e , 
I can’t be 
thankful for 
a n y t h i n g 
else. Who I’m thankful to--I mean, I 
hope if it’s not inappropriate--I’d say 
God for letting me live another day. Also, 
thankful for all the job opportunities 
I’ve had. Even though it may be hard to 
believe for some people, I’ve always had 
a job opportunity. … So, I’m thankful for 
that--job opportunities, waking up in the 
morning [and] for life itself.”
Lorena Fuente
TSC diagnostic medical 
sonography sophomore
“I’m thankful for my family because they 
are my everything.”
Jorge Villafranca 
Estudiante de criminología de 
segundo año
 “De que dios me da cada día un día de 
vida para vivir más. Es todo lo que me 
agradezco en la vida”.
Melissa Rodriguez
UTB special education senior
“I’m thankful for a lot of things. I’m thankful for God, and I’m thankful for Jesus. I’m thankful for my 
clothes and where I live, my country, my house, my car. I’m thankful for everything. I try to be thankful 
for everything that I have. And, I’m thankful for school. I’m thankful for my sister, my family, my 
friends, my professors and pretty much everything--for the grass, air, for clouds, for flowers.”
This holiday 
season, I have 
so much to be 
thankful for. 
I’m 23 years old 
and life is finally 
coming together, 
and I have one 
important person 
to thank, my dad. 
My life has been 
blessed. I am graduating this May after 
what seems like forever. I have the best 
friends and family I could ask for. I 
finally found the guy of my dreams who 
treats me with all the love and respect a 
woman deserves and I have a great job 
that’s shaping me for the future. It’s all 
been a dream finally coming true. 
So why is my dad the reason for all this 
success?
Since I was little, my dad has always 
been that person I have admired. I’ve 
always seen him as a real-life superhero 
who has always been there and is the 
strength I need to get me through 
anything. He has always told me that if I 
put my mind to anything I can accomplish 
it, and I have. 
My dad has been a single parent since I 
was 9 years old. My parents are divorced 
and although the divorce was probably 
one of the most difficult times of our 
lives, we got through it together. That 
hard life experience ultimately made me 
who I am today.
I know it hasn’t been easy raising me 
alone. We’ve gone through rough times 
that I will never forget, but they only 
made us better individuals, and we got 
through all of it together.
The day I graduated from high school 
I told him, “Dad, I don’t regret a single 
thing we’ve been through, because it’s 
made me stronger. Thank you for always 
being there for me.”
Whenever I’ve felt lost, he’s always 
been the one to help me find my way, and 
I will forever cherish all the strength in 
life he’s given me. He’s sacrificed to make 
me who I am today.
There have been times when people 
didn’t believe in my dad; I always have. 
They didn’t believe he could raise me 
to be a good person, but he did. I credit 
him with every great thing in my life 
that I have accomplished. Being a good 
daughter to him has been my greatest 
accomplishment. 
Not only is he my father, but he’s my 
best friend. When life gets rough, he 
is the first person I want to talk to. He 
helps me and guides me into becoming 
the best person I can be. I believe it is our 
friendship that makes our relationship as 
strong as it is. 
As my graduation looms closer, so does 
our separation. This has been a year in 
which I realize that my dad always won’t 
be a few short steps away. But I know 
that he has given me all the guidance 
and love I need to make it through this 
crazy world. He’s my best friend, the best 
friend I’ve ever had. He will always hold 
the key to my heart. I love you, Dad.
Giving thanks
I am blessed to have 




A joke, it must be, Republican 
candidate for governor Greg Abbott’s 
professed concern for South Texas’ 
health needs.
Abbott is part of the Republican Party/
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Tea Party ilk in Austin that refused 
Medicaid, and has done all possible to 
cripple the Affordable Care Act.
South Texans are paying a huge price 
for this neglect.
Toss in the horrible restrictions on 
women’s reproductive health and choice, 
with an unrelenting effort to kill Planned 
Parenthood, and one can feel Abbott’s 
joke sadly grow.
Democratic candidate for governor 
Wendy Davis doesn’t offer such jokes.
Her health concerns are believable! 
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville 
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1:31 p.m.: A student reported that a 
stalker has been following her for more 
than a year. The student said she has 
been followed several times by different 
vehicles all over Cameron County, and on 
several occasions, she has been followed 
onto campus. The student said she has 
never been followed on foot nor has been 
physically assaulted and doesn’t suspect 
anyone. She has videotaped the vehicles 
and will bring a copy to University Police. 
She has filed a report with the Cameron 
County Sheriff’s Office after Harlingen 
Police refused to take her case. The case 
is under investigation.
Nov.5
11:47 a.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
the Casa Bella student housing complex in 
regard to a sword found in an apartment. 
A staff member said that on Nov. 4, a 
resident assistant was conducting room 
inspections and found the sword. It is 
against Casa Bella regulations to possess 
illegal knives, so the RA confiscated 
the sword. The staff member said he 
was going to release the sword to the 
student and have him remove it from the 
premises immediately. The officer told 
the staff member that when he is ready 
to release the sword to the student, he 
can notify University Police and have an 
officer present during the release of the 
sword. The staff member said he would 
forward the report to Student Affairs to 
address the issue with the student. 
12:24 p.m.: An officer went to the 
University Library in regard to someone 
in need of assistance. The officer made 
contact with a circulation desk staff 
member who said an unknown woman 
called and asked for help. The staff 
member said the woman first said she 
needed toilet paper, asked where she was 
calling  and then said,  “Don’t hang up, 
I don’t want to lose anybody else.” The 
staff member said the woman sounded 
in distress. The officer looked in all the 
restrooms in the library and was unable 
to find the woman.
Nov.6
10:39 a.m.: An officer was dispatched 
to Student Health Services in regard to 
a student feeling ill. When the officer 
arrived, the student said she fainted 
earlier in the day and was not feeling 
good. Emergency medical assistance was 
requested. The student was transported 
to Valley Regional Medical Center.
Nov.7
10:32 a.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
parking Lot B in regard to a Brownsville 
Independent School District officer 
requesting assistance with an intoxicated 
woman. The BISD officer said a student 
reported the woman but he was unable 
to find her. The student said the woman 
had white hair, a dark complexion 
and was wearing a red raincoat over 
khakis and brown open-toe shoes and 
had a beverage in a paper bag in her 
hand.  The student said the woman 
appeared to be drunk and was swaying 
while walking. The woman was walking 
toward International Boulevard and was 
stumbling and yelling.  The woman was 
not located.
12:54 p.m.: An officer was dispatched to 
the Barnes & Noble Bookstore in regard 
to a theft of a NOOK Tablet. The item 
was stolen between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. The 
case is under investigation. 
--Compiled by Kaila Contreras
‘The Good, the Bad and the Ugly’ 
“The Good, the Bad and the Ugly,” 
the first senior show of the Fall 2013 
semester, will open with a reception 
at 6:30 tonight in the Gallery at 
Rusteberg Hall. The exhibit, which 
features the works of Ricardo Flores, Gus 
Rodriguez and Don Moore, continues 
through Friday. Admission is $1. For 
more information, call 882-8247.
Ocelots Volunteer Fair
The Office of Student Life and the 
Center for Civic Engagement will 
hold an Ocelots Volunteer Fair from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday on the Student 
Union lawn. Nonprofit organizations 
from the community will scout volunteers 
to assist in their activities. Admission 
is free. Refreshments will be provided 
and prizes will be awarded. For more 
information, call the Office of Student 
Life at 882-5138.
Family Caregiver & Friends Festival
The third annual “Family Caregiver 
& Friends Festival” will be from 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Brownsville Event Center. Registration 
will begin at 8:30 a.m. Psychiatrist 
Nestor Praderio, the keynote speaker, 
will present a lecture titled “Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Behavioral Disturbances.” 
For more information, call Healthy 




and Commercialization Center will 
sponsor a business plan workshop from 
2 to 4 p.m. Wednesday at Resaca Village, 
1601 E. Price Rd. Suite E, Room 109. The 
workshop will provide guidance on how 
to develop the following components of 
a business plan: identifying a product or 
service, establishing business operations, 
setting financial goals and preparing a 
marketing strategy. Admission is $25. For 
more information, call Special Projects 
Coordinator Diana L.Gonzalez at 882-
4119.
Mezzo-soprano Concert 
Margaret Lattimore, a Grammy-
nominated mezzo-soprano from the 
New York City Metropolitan Opera, 
will perform at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
in the Texas Southmost College Arts 
Center. Admission is $15 for adults, $10 
for senior citizens and children and $5 
for UTB and TSC students. For more 
information, call the Patron of the 
Arts program at 882-7025.
Alumni and Friends Mixer
The UT-Brownsville Alumni 
Association invites alumni and current 
students to attend the Harlingen Area 
Alumni and Friends Mixer at 5:30 
p.m. Thursday at 115 E. Harrison St. in 
Harlingen. Admission is a $10 donation. 
Students must register online at utb.
edu/mixer in order to be eligible to 
receive a free burger combo. For more 
information, call Marisa Campirano, 
UTB’s university relations officer, at 882-
4337.
La Noche de la Guitarra Concert 
“La Noche de la Guitarra,” featuring 
students from UT-Brownsville, the 
University of Texas-Pan American and 
the Brownsville Independent School 
District, is scheduled at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday in the Texas Southmost College 
Arts Center. Proceeds will go toward 
music major student scholarships and 
the 12th annual Ensemble Festival and 
Competition. Admission is $7. For more 
information, call 882-7527.
Writers Live Series 
Poet Laurie Ann Guerrero will 
read from her new book of poetry, “A 
Tongue in the Mouth of the Dying” 
(University of Notre Dame Press, 2013), 
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student 
Union’s Gran Salón. Guerrero received 
the Academy of American Poets Prize 
and is the winner of the 2012 Andrés 
Montoya Poetry Prize. The event is part 
of UT-Brownsville’s Writers Live 
Series. For more information, call 
English Department Assistant Professor 
Christopher Carmona at 882-7652. 
Community Health Fair 
Valley Grande Manor, 901 Wildrose 
Ln., will sponsor a Community Health 
Fair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.  For 
more information, call Lucy Urbano, 
Valley Grande Manor’s director of 
community relations, at 455-6010. 
Bravo Opera Concert
The UT-Brownsville Bravo Opera 
Company will perform at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday in the 
Texas Southmost College Arts Center. 
Admission is $5. For more information, 
call at 885-7025.
Risk Management Training
The Office of Student Life will conduct 
a Risk Management Training for 
student organizations from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Nov. 26 in the Student Union’s Gran 
Salón. Student organizations that have 
not attended the training during the 
semester are required to as mandated by 
state law. Training topics include alcohol, 
drugs, hazing, sexual harassment, 
weapons, travel, disability awareness 
and behavior at organization events.  For 
more information, call 882-5138.
Seeking Math Tutors
The ASPIRE Tutoring Lab is looking 
to hire a math tutor. Applicants must 
be currently enrolled in UTB, classified 
as a  junior, senior or graduate student, 
must possess a thorough knowledge of 
assigned subject area and have at least 
a 3.0 grade-point average. Applications 
are available in the ASPIRE computer 
lab located in Cortez Hall 108. The lab 
is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday and 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Thursday and Friday. For more 
information, call Learning Instructional 
Specialist Virginia Ledesma at 882-
3804. 
--Compiled by Brenda Lopez
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What does my name look 
like in Russian … ?
Sophomore education major Melba Ochoa stands in line while graduate music major Russian 
student Arina Timofeeva  (from left),  Armenians Srbuhi Yolehinyan and graduate student in 
physics Mkhitar Hobosyan write down her name in their native languages Nov. 11 in the Main 
Building courtyard. The event, “Your Name in Different Languages,” was sponsored by the Office 
of Global Engagement in observance of International Education Week. 
Despite the cool weather, students 
gathered at the Study Abroad Fair hosted 
by the Office of Global Engagement last 
Wednesday.
The students learned about the study 
abroad options that are available for 
Summer and Fall 2014 semesters. 
Next summer, five programs are being 
offered: an education program in Chile, 
reading and writing about nature in 
Costa Rica, photojournalism in China, 
music in Austria and French in France. 
Semester programs are available at 
universities in Australia, Austria, Brazil, 
Discovering a world of possibilities
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
Students explore options during Study Abroad Fair
By Magaly Rosales
SPANISH EDITOR
Music Professor Art Brownlow (left) provides information about the summer music program in 
Vienna, Austria, to Roel Benitez, a sophomore vocal education major, during the Study Abroad 
Fair held last Wednesday in the Main Building courtyard. Also shown are Josephine Briseño, a 
sophomore vocal education major, and Brandon Binder, a freshman vocal education major. 
China, Costa Rica, France, Ireland, South 
Korea, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Spain, 
Sweden and Switzerland. 
Asked why it’s important for students 
to study abroad, Larissa Guijosa, Global 
Engagement’s study abroad coordinator, 
replied: “It’s important for students to add 
to their curriculum, to their résumé. It’s 
not only a résumé booster, but for them 
to get a sense of the world. Unfortunately, 
a lot of our students haven’t had the 
time to see much beyond what the [Rio 
Grande Valley] offers, which is a lot. You 
expand your views. You learn way more 
aside from being in the classroom, also 
from being in another place, oftentimes 
even with other languages.”
Pamela Herring, an assistant master technical instructor in English, talks to sophomore business 
major Joshua Barker about the “Living, Reading and Writing Nature” program in Costa Rica 
during the Study Abroad Fair.
The number of students who take 
part in the program varies per semester, 
twenty-five students will participate in it 
next spring semester.
Students usually tend to have the 
notion that study abroad is expensive, 
but it could be paid for by financial aid.
 “For the semester program, the 
biggest advantage is that students are 
still registered at UTB,” Guijosa said. “So 
they are virtually UTB students in the 
sense that any financial aid they have, 
any scholarships, the same is applied. 
Students are only responsible for their 
personal costs, which are rent, living 
expenses, travel, food, etc., when they 
are abroad.”
For the summer, Guijosa said that 
financial aid covers the cost of the class, 
but depending on which country they are 
going to and the class they are taking, 
students might need a loan to cover the 
costs.
Program costs are not available yet. 
Eduardo Duran, a junior finance 
major, has visited two countries through 
the program.
While abroad in Costa Rica, he 
learned about environmental science, 
environmental writing and preservation 
of species. In France, he learned about 
the culture and history of Western 
civilizations. 
“My father always tells me, when I 
am looking forward to get into these 
programs, ‘Don’t think about it,’” Duran 
said. ‘“You are going to graduate, you 
want to get married, have a house, 
babies, whatever, and the last thing you 
are [going to] be thinking about is going 
to Paris or Costa Rica, or study abroad. 
Don’t think about it, now is the time. You 
don’t have many things to worry about, a 
mortgage or kids.’” 
Asked if he would recommend studying 
abroad to other students, Duran replied: 
“For sure. I am a business major and 
both of the study abroad programs I have 
been to have nothing to do with business, 
but as a personal experience and overall 
culture, general knowledge. You can start 
good conversation about this. … Yeah, I 
would recommend it to others.”  
Among the students attending 
the fair was Kevin Rock, a freshman 
Martha ortiz/Collegian Photos
International students became 
instructors as they taught about a dozen 
other students phrases in Armenian, 
German and Kazakh.
“Foreign Language Lessons in 
30 Minutes,” held last Tuesday in 
Main Building 1.224, was part of UT-
Brownsville’s observance of International 
Education Week.
Three students—Mkhitar Hobosyan 
of Armenia, Michael Deimel of Austria 
and Zamart Ramazanova of Kazakhstan-
-taught UT-Brownsville students how to 
Michelle espinoza/Collegian 
How do you say ‘I love you’ 
in German?
Graduate physics major Zamart Ramazanova teaches students how to spell and translate English 
words into her native language Kazakh and Russian during the “Foreign Language Lessons in 
30 Minutes” event, held last Tuesday in Main Building 1.220 as part of International Education 
Week. The event was sponsored by the Office of Global Engagement. 
By Monica Gudiño
THE COLLEGIAN
say words in their languages.
First, they explained what country they 
are from and which language they speak 
and the variations and differences of their 
language compared with English. Then, 
they took questions from the audience 
that ranged from phrases they wanted 
to hear and how to say numbers, to what 
kinds of food are eaten in their countries. 
The most popular phrases of the hour 
were “I love you” in German, which 
translates to “Ich liebe dich,”; “I don’t 
speak Armenian,” which translates to “Es 
chem khosum hayeren”; and “hello,” in 
Kazakh and Russian, which translates to 
See FAIR, Page 11
See LANGUAGE, Page 11
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Imagine the culture shock of living 
thousands of miles away from home. 
You will speak a different language, eat 
different foods, meet different people 
every day and be graded differently in 
school.
For the 435 international students at 
UT-Brownsville, this is the reality they 
face. 
These students come from England, 
Serbia, France, Kazakhstan, Spain, 
Russia, Brazil and other many other 
countries.
During the “Sound Off at the Global 
Monologues” last Thursday in the Main 
Building courtyard, seven international 
students shared their study abroad 
experiences with other students.
“In France, the grades are ‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ ‘D’ 
‘E,’ and ‘E’ is considered passing. Here, 
‘C’ is not considered a good grade and 
in France it is. So it’s very different,” 
said senior engineering physics-
bioengineering major Lucie Douhard.
Douhard, of Compiègne, France, 
From around the world




Biomedical sciences senior Maria Gutierrez speaks about her experience as an international 
student at UT-Brownsville during “Sound Off at the Global Monologues International Bake Sale,” 
held last Thursday in the Main Building courtyard. Baked goods made and donated by other 
international students were sold in observance of International Student Week. Also shown 
(from left) are Vanja Joksic, a junior international business major from Serbia; Lucie Douhard, 
an engineering physics-bioengineering major from France; and Pamela Escobar, a sophomore 
marketing major from Mexico. 
attended the Université de Technologie 
de Compiègne before coming to  UT-
Brownsville. UTC recently formed a 
partnership with UTB and Douhard was 
the first exchange student to participate 
in the program.
The event also featured an International 
Bake Sale that had cupcakes from 
Mexico; charlotte from Russia, which 
is a cake made with flour, cocoa, eggs, 
yeast, baking soda, vinegar, strawberries, 
apples and peanuts, and is topped with 
a cracker crust; and zebra cake from 
Kazakhstan. The pastries were donated 
by international students. 
“I love all this Mexican food here,” 
said junior international business major 
Vanja Joksic, a Serbian and middle 
blocker for the UTB Volleyball Team. 
“I’ve met really nice people here from 
around the world and it’s just amazing 
how most of us are in sports and all 
athletes here are supporting each other 
and going to each other’s games.” 
Joksic said being in Brownsville 
has given international students the 
opportunity to learn Spanish.
“Yo entiendo todo pero no lo puedo 
hablar,’” Joksic said with a laugh.
 Alla Paroiatnikova, executive director 
of the Office of Global Engagement, said 
her office hopes to increase the number 
of international students to 10 percent 
as UTB moves forward and consolidates 
with the University of Texas-Pan 
American.
“Sound Off at the Global Monologues,” 
sponsored by the Office of Global 
Engagement, was part of the university’s 
observance of International Education 
Week.
Take pride in your Latino name, value 
the stories passed down by your parents 
and grandparents, learn about respect 
and taking responsibility for your own 
future, an entrepreneur told more than 
250 UT-Brownsville students.
Glenn Llopis, author of the best-selling 
book, “Earning Serendipity-4 Skills for 
Creating Good Fortune in Your Work,” 
presented his lecture, “Opportunity 
Mastery Skills,” last Tuesday as part of 
the College Leadership Tour.
He expressed his belief that if Latinos 
embrace their culture and an immigrant 
mentality, they will have an advantage to 
become leaders of the future. 
“It’s that immigrant perspective that’s 
coming into America and that’s been here 
for a long time, that reinventing the way 
America thinks. Why? So we can be so 
much more globally competitive,” Llopis 
told the crowd gathered in the Student 
Union’s Gran Salón.
He said Latinos have the best type of 
community to handle the change that the 
United States is looking for in order to be 
much more globally competitive. 
“When people want leaders that know 
how to change, boom! insert a Latino; 
he’ll give you the Promised Land,” Llopis 
said. “Because for us, we’re not scared 
of change; it’s just a part of who we are. 
But it all begins with your identity. … So 
let’s talk about this for a moment. How 
about your name? Is there a Luis in here 
by chance?”
Llopis asked the crowd if anyone’s 
name was Luis because he said men 
usually pronounce their name ‘Louis,’ 
instead of ‘Luis.’” 
People usually mispronounce names 
because they don’t bother to ask what the 
origin is, he said.
“They just would rather fabricate a 
pronunciation of my last name or better 
yet, they’ll just replace it with one that 
they’re most comfortable with,” Llopis 
said.
He said he wrote his book because he 
spent 15 years of his career collecting 
Junior education major Oscar Perez tells the audience what he will do with the information he learned from Glenn Llopis’ (left) presentation, 
“Opportunity Mastery Skills,” held last Tuesday in the Student Union’s Gran Salón. Also shown is freshman psychology major Marisol Sanchez.
Taking responsibility for your future




notes on pieces of napkins about things 
he misunderstood in the different cities 
he visited. 
I would call my parents and say, ‘What 
did this mean?’ and they would give me 
an interpretation so that I made sure that 
I was being who I really am, rather than 
being what somebody else wanted me to 
be,” Llopis said. “But I had to understand 
that, within the confines of my culture.”
He encouraged students to take time to 
talk with their parents and grandparents 
for as long as they can.
“Instead of being in such a rush, take 
the time, write it down,” Llopis said.
Respect was another important topic 
in Llopis’ conversation with students. 
“Many people in today’s society’s 
sensationalism believe it’s about 
recognition, when it’s about respect, 
because recognition explodes and 
subsides and respect reverberates and 
multiplies,” he said.
Every key point in Llopis’ message 
revolved around the idea that people 
need to start taking responsibility for 
their own future.
“It’s no longer about what you know, 
but about what you do with what you 
know,” he told students.
Toward the end of his presentation, he 
invited students to go on stage to tell the 
audience what they had learned from his 
message and what they will do with the 
information.
Freshman psychology major Marisol 
Sanchez said Llopis inspired her to be 
proud of her heritage.
“I just feel really inspired and proud 
of being Hispanic,” Sanchez said. “I’m 
gonna follow my dream and try to make a 
name for Hispanics around the country.”
Junior education major Oscar Perez 
said he believes everyone has a passion; 
however, their passion is sometimes 
focused in the wrong direction.
 “And I believe that what we’re going 
through, all of us in this room, is not 
our future, it’s just like a path to take 
to change,” Perez said. “I’m gonna keep 
moving forward.”
Throughout his presentation, Llopis 
used metaphors to inspire students to 
believe that they are redefining American 
culture and to describe the impact of 
Hispanics in the United States.
 “I think that at the end of the day, we 
eat hot dogs too, right?” Llopis asked 
students. “We may put our little salsita 
o lo que sea, but the point is that we are 
a part of the American fabric. In fact, we 
are redefining the cloth that’s being used 
and each of you has a responsibility to 
sew it together.”
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It was a war of words—over guns.
On Nov. 7, Assistant Professor Leland 
Coxe’s Government 2301 class hosted a 
gun legislation forum, where students 
answered questions on the topic. 
Coxe’s students were divided into 
two groups--anti-gun control and pro-
gun control--and answered 12 specific 
questions and some from the audience.
Asked if the Second Amendment 
confers rights to a militia, National 
Guard unit or individual to own weapons, 
student Jose Cortez replied: “Yes, it 
does.”
“The right to bear arms was given in 
order to protect people from government 
or any other form of violence,” 
Cortez said. “Removing those rights 
from the people, the citizens, would be 
infringing [on] the Second Amendment.”
He said there are two theories of 
what the amendment means: Under the 
individual right theory, the people have 
a right to own and bear arms to protect 
themselves.
“Under the collective rights theory, 
citizens do not have a right to bear 
arms and the government has a right 
to regulate arms without implicating a 
constitutional right,” Cortez said.
Jorge Luis Gonzalez presented a 
rebuttal.
 “I understand that it does give … the 
right for a citizen to own arms,” Gonzalez 
said, referring to the amendment. “In my 
opinion, it needs to be regulated.” 
He mentioned that since technology 
has evolved so much in recent times, it can 
Gun control, pro or con?
By Monica Gudiño
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make these weapons more destructive.
Gonzalez also answered the question: 
“Would enhanced background checks 
conflict with the privacy requirements 
of the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996? 
“In my opinion, enhanced background 
checks should be done and they should 
be done not for certain people but for 
all who would like to purchase a gun,” 
he said. “There are some people who do 
actually buy directly from gun shops, 
who do it the right way because it’s so 
easy to do.”
Gonzalez said if enhanced background 
checks are implemented, they could slow 
down the process and reduce crime rates 
by placing fewer guns into the hands of 
the people who would create violence.
“I agree with the fact that there are 
mentally unstable people; there are some 
people out there that should not have the 
ability to obtain firearms,” said Joshua 
Torgerson, representing the anti-gun 
control group. 
Torgerson said that, according to 
Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act, Americans have the 
right to keep certain medical conditions 
secret if they do not want them revealed. 
“If someone has a mental disorder that 
they want to keep secret, they should 
not be required to bring out that illness 
or problem which they had in order to 
receive a gun,” he said. “It violates their 
privacy and violates what America stands 
for. It violates our freedom to keep 
privacy.”
Among the audience questions was, 
“What department would control 
regulation, if there was one?” 
Gonzalez replied: “I think we should 
create a whole new branch for that 
simply because I believe that if they focus 
on that one problem, things would be 
solved a lot easier.” 
Torgerson countered: “It would just 
create a whole mess of problems. … The 
best course for the problem would be, if 
there was, to maybe go to the Department 
of Homeland Security. All these other 
groups, all these other departments are 
already well-equipped to take care of 
something like this. If you create a whole 
separate department, is it really that 
important that it needs one?”
Among the students who attended the 
forum was Shangir Siddique, a biology 
sophomore who did not agree with some 
of the opinions expressed by the two 
groups.  
“It did allow me to understand their 
point of view on it, which made me a bit 
wiser about the subject in total,” Siddique 
said.
Coxe said he hoped the forum benefited 
the students.
“I hope the students who participated 
got to have the experience of putting on 
something like this and participating 
in generating public discussion of 
important issues, especially one like gun 
control, which seems to be very divisive 
and emotional, and discussing it in an 
atmosphere of mutual respect,” he said.
The Brownsville City Commission has 
approved a proposal to release land to 
the City of Port Isabel to resolve disputes 
over extraterritorial jurisdiction.
During the commission’s meeting Nov. 
5, City Attorney Mark Sossi said that on 
Nov. 6, 2001, the City of Brownsville 
annexed 5.50 square miles of land toward 
Port Isabel.
 “On Sept. 19, 2002, the City of 
Brownsville then lawfully annexed areas 
extending its ETJ further by Port Isabel,” 
Sossi said. “June 24, 2003, the City of Port 
Isabel then again unlawfully extended its 
ETJ into the City of Brownsville [ETJ].”
Brownsville annexed 17.01 square 
miles of land in Sept. 2002 and Port 
Isabel annexed 163.851 acres in June 
2003.
Sossi asked the commission to approve 
an interlocal agreement in which 
Brownsville would give up two areas of 
land to Port Isabel in exchange for Port 
Isabel not extending more of its ETJ into 
Brownsville.
The parcels of land total 620.073 acres 
and 720 acres.  
The 620 acres of land is located 
adjacent to and south of the Brownsville 
city limits that was annexed in September 
2002. The 720 acres, also annexed in 
September 2002, is adjacent to the 
existing easternmost outer boundary 
of Brownsville’s ETJ and is the north 
boundary line of the Brownsville 
Navigation District.
Calls for comment on the proposal 
made to Port Isabel Mayor Joe Vega and 
City Manager Edward Meza were not 
Trying to work it out
Brownsville to release land in ETJ dispute
By Kaila Contreras
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returned as of press time Thursday.
Brownsville’s offer to Port Isabel is 
extended only until Dec.30.
In other business, the commission 
approved a memorandum of 
understanding between the city and 
Healthy Communities of Brownsville Inc. 
for a curbside recycling pilot program. 
Under the agreement, Healthy 
Communities will serve as administrator 
and trainer for the program and 
cover associated costs: service and 
administration ($6,000), social media 
monitoring ($3,000), as well as providing 
30 volunteers to disseminate education 
information.
The city will provide staff and 
services to implement the six-month 
program, which starts Jan. 6 in the 
Hidden Isle, Hidden Valley and Lake 
Village subdivisions, a portion of West 
Brownsville and Briarwyck subdivision, 
sections 1, 2 and 3 of Casa Linda Estates, 
the Coolidge Street area, Villa Hermosa 
subdivision and a portion of the East 
Brownsville Addition.
 The commission also authorized the 
acceptance and expenditure of a $48,000 
grant from the Texas Department of 
Public Safety and Homeland Security 
FEMA Grant Programs Directorate. The 
grant was awarded to the Brownsville 
Office of Emergency Management and 
Homeland Security.
“These funds are used to acquire 
tactical, survival and rescue equipment 
for our SWAT team,” said Odee Leal, 
the city’s Emergency Management 
administrator.
Commissioners tabled action on 
awarding a contract for demolition 
It was less than two months into his 
first term when U.S. Rep. Filemon Vela 
realized the challenges facing veterans.
If it wasn’t for Veterans Upward Bound 
program and the coordinating efforts 
between his staff and other people in the 
community, many veterans wouldn’t be 
helped, he said.
“I see the bureaucratic challenges in 
Washington today,” said Vela (D-Texas), 
the keynote speaker for UT-Brownsville’s 
Remembering the fallen
Ceremony notes sacrifices and challenges
By Alex Rodriguez 
THE COLLEGIAN
UT-Brownsville ROTC Bravo Troop Cadets Joshua Fronk (from left), Hector Pedraza, Rocio Medina 
and Miguel Chapa are shown during the posting of the colors.
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14th annual Veterans Day Ceremony on 
Nov. 11. “While we cannot promise a 
successful result every time we help a vet, 
I can guarantee we will do everything we 
can do to try.” 
Vela specifically thanked the Veterans 
Upward Bound program for “all the hard 
work they do for all of our veterans in our 
community.” He also remembered those 
who fought for our country by telling Rio 
Grande Valley veterans’ stories, as well 
as tales of those who made the ultimate 
sacrifice for their country. 
See CITY, Page 16 See VETERANS, Page 11
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Jorge Luis Gonzalez, a sophomore communication major who spoke in favor of gun control, 
rebuts sophomore English major Joshua Torgerson’s (left) argument during the Gun Control 
Legislation Forum held Nov. 7 in Salón Cassia. Also shown is Amy Nguyen.
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President Juliet V. García. If a majority 
of the students do not approve, the 
HONOR CODE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
and Spanish will be the Rev. John Adam 
Fluth Jr. of Brownsville’s First United 
Methodist Church and Pastor Jacobo 
Carrillo of Iglesia Bautista Apocalipsis. 
The Brownsville Police Color Guard will 
carry the flags.
Entertainment will be provided by 
FEAST
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
committee will revise the code. 
The dean of students will promote the 
code once it is finalized. 
The committee met once a week, and 
took about four weeks to create the honor 
code. 
Marquez said UT-Brownsville and 
Texas Southmost College never had an 
honor code.
“It’s something we never came around 
to, but we knew it was something that 
was very important and that it should be 
developed by and for the students,” he 
said. The committee was supervised by 
faculty, Marquez said. 
Freshman accounting major Daniel 
Cujil read the draft, and said he would 
vote to approve it. 
“It seems all right,” Cujil said, adding 
that it does not need any changes.
UT-Brownsville’s Mariachi Ocelotetlán, 
the Veterans Memorial High School 
Estudiantina, Los Fresnos High School 
Mariachi, Grupo Explosion and the Los 
Fresnos Accordion Group.   
Usually for every dinner at each city, 
about 500 volunteers are needed to 
help run the event, Perez said. High 
school students, Winter Texans and 
representatives from local businesses are 
among those who volunteer.
“We usually start getting calls in 
September,” she said.
To volunteer, call H-E-B Service 
Department Manager Letty Coronado at 
574-9701.
To volunteer at the Harlingen dinner 
that will take place from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Friday in the Harlingen Community 
Center, 221 E. Madison Ave., call 
Cameron County United Way Director 
Cathy Preddy at 423-5954.  
“We just want to invite everyone to 
come out and join us.” Perez said. “It’s 
four hours of eating, fun and we just want 
to make sure that everyone comes and 
spends some time for the holidays with 
us. It’s free for the community. They can 
just come, stand in line and get served.”
history major, who said study abroad is 
important.
“It’s important in order to get to know 
other cultures better and expose yourself 
to the world that surrounds us,” Rock 
said. “It’s basically an experience that 
everyone needs to have at least at some 
point in their life.”
FAIR
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Rock would like to study abroad next 
year in Paris, Vienna or Costa Rica.  
“I think it’s important to be a little 
[worldlier] and to see other things,” 
said sophomore business major Joshua 
Barker, who also attended the fair. “As 
everyone knows, Brownsville isn’t the 
entire world, so I think it’s important for 
me to start branching out.”
Barker plans to study abroad within 
the next few semesters. 
“I am looking for a music program, 
maybe business, just really anything that 
can get me out of here for a little while,” 
he said. “I would be willing to study 
anything that is offered.”
The deadline to apply for study abroad 
in the summer varies by program; for the 
fall semester, the deadline is March 15. 
To study abroad, students must have 
a grade-point average of 3.0 or higher, 
submit three letters of reference, and 
write an essay describing why they would 
like to study abroad.
The program of their choice must 
count toward their academic program.
The Study Abroad Fair was part of the 
university’s observance of International 
Education Week. For more information 
on the program, call the Office of Global 
Engagement at 882-7092.
“salem” and “privet.”
 “I didn’t know that it was going to 
be possible to see so many different 
cultures,” said Diego Castilleja, a 
LANGUAGE
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chemistry senior. “I’m really interested in 
language, so I thought today the foreign 
language learning under 30 minutes was 
amazing.” 
One of the most complex languages, 
Kazakh, was presented by Ramazanova, 
who also taught some words in Russian, 
which is also an official language of her 
country.
Students were exposed not only to 
the language but the culture of the 
international students. 
“It’s a way for our students to share 
all their traditions, language, their food 
and everything that is related to them,” 
said Aragelia Salazar, an international 
student adviser in the Office of Global 
Engagement. “In a way it’s nice for them 
to feel welcome and at the same time 
having them share all that they bring 
from their countries to our community.”
Of the proposed PUF allocation for 
the UT South Texas Project, $70 million 
REGENTS
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will be used for a new science building in 
Edinburg. 
The regents allocated $54 million 
to build an academic building in 
Brownsville of about 140,000 square 
feet and $18 million to pay for a portion 
of the costs to the UT System associated 
with the acquisition of facilities from 
Texas Southmost College.
An additional $54 million has been 
set aside for the South Texas Medical 
Academic Building in Edinburg.
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Name: Emmanuel Rosas
Major: Biology  
Classification: Junior
Hometown: Brownsville
Please tell me about your 
experience in the Minority 
Biomedical Research Support-
Research Initiative for Scientific 
Enhancement program last 
summer. “The MBRS-RISE program 
is intended for biomedical research here 
at the university. They send you out to 
in the real
WORLD
conferences at certain parts during the 
year. This past year, I was sent to San 
Jose, Calif., at the [Annual Biomedical 
Research Conference for Minority 
Students] and from there I heard of an 
opportunity to work in West Virginia 
during the summer. During the summer, 
I ended up going to Huntington, W.V., at 
Marshall University, and that’s where I 
worked on the effects of Type 1 diabetes 
on cerebrospinal fluid production.”
How did this trip come about? “I 
heard of it at one of the booths in the 
ABRCMS conference and from there I 
began to talk with the program director 
there. I began to speak with one of the 
professors at one of the neuroscience 
labs and, ultimately, they funded my trip. 
Everything was paid for, and I presented 
my research at the end of the summer.” 
What type of research did you 
conduct? “My research has been mostly 
in neuroscience. During the summer, 
of course, it was on cerebrospinal fluid 
production. Here at the university, I 
work in Alzheimer’s research. My focus is 
primarily in electrophysiology and a little 
bit of molecular biology.”  
What did you do over there, 
specifically? “What I did mostly was 
various forms of protein analysis, mostly 
just quantification. My research was 
primarily on tissue samples taken from 
rats and mice and then from there we 
ran our protein analysis and we checked 
which proteins were up regulated or 
down regulated, depending on the 
pathology.”
How did this program further 
your education? “It’s given me 
many opportunities to work with 
other professors here. My [principal 
investigator], Dr. Luis V. Colom, he’s 
actually the VP of research here at the 
university. I’ve also had the chance 
of working with Dr. Emilio Garrido, 
[assistant professor of neuroscience 
and gene therapy], who specializes in 
epilepsy research; Dr. [Saraswathy] 
Nair,[associate professor of genetic and 
molecular basis of chronic diseases], 
who works in diabetes; Dr. [Andrea] 
Schwarzbach, [associate professor of 
systematic botany], who works in medical 
botany. And I’ve also had education that 
helps me in my other courses, such as 
biology--even Bio I, II and Bio III.”
What are your career goals? “Well, 
my ultimate goal is to go to grad school. 
I hope to get my Ph.D. in cognitive 
neuroscience. My aim right now is go to 
Dartmouth University. I hear they have 
a great cognitive neuroscience program 
there.” 
What advice would you give to 
students who haven’t participated 
in programs such as this? “Whether 
you participated in programs or not, I 
really advise that students in the [Rio 
Grande] Valley venture to other parts of 
Texas, maybe even out of Texas if they 
can. It’s a whole other world out there. 
Some people think that the rest of the 
United States resembles what the Valley 
is like; that is not true at all. Once you 
step out there, you’re probably not going 
to want to come back. And, I would say 
it’s for good reason as well. There are 
other schools out there with a much 
higher caliber than this one. They will 
greatly advance you in any area you want 
to go to.” 
Why is education important to 
you? “Well, I think many people around 
here would say that poverty is very high 
in this part of the United States. Being 
a Brownsville native myself, I’ve seen 
this happen around here. But education 
has given me an opportunity to venture 
to other parts of the United States to 
see what else is out there--other work 
opportunities, education opportunities, 
graduate school opportunities. I’ve been 
to California. I’ve been to West Virginia. 
I’ve been to New York, and I can tell you 
that the world out there will just open 
doors to other opportunities you’ve never 
even dreamed of.”
--Compiled by Brenda Lopez
Name: Game Over Club
Purpose: To help relieve student stress 
and help people of similar interests meet. 
President: Khalid Kayal
Vice President: Christian Garcia
Secretary: Bekii Arguelles
Treasurer: Armando Treviño
Adviser: Associate Professor Mary 
Therese Gallegos
Activities: Gaming tournaments, TCG 
Members of the Game Over Club (front row, from left) President Khalid Kayal, David Leija, 
Adrian Chapa and Treasurer Armando Treviño. Middle row: Daniel Casas, Jaime Zarate, Arturo 
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ON CAMPUS
Michelle espinozA/Collegian
Vela told the crowd about Andy 
Zermeño, a 2003 graduate of the 
Science Academy of South Texas who 
was mortally wounded by an improvised 
explosive device in Afghanistan while on 
patrol. 
Zermeño was described by his 
teachers as studious, a hard worker 
and encouraging his fellow students to 
succeed.  Last year, the school named its 
gymnasium in his honor.
“We have many students on our 
campuses that are veterans and every 
time we have a ceremony like this we 
honor every one of them,” said UT-
Brownsville President Juliet V. García. 
She thanked the UTB Master Chorale 
for its performance, the ROTC Bravo 
Troop, the Veterans Upward Bound 
program and Veterans Resource Center.
Valley Baptist Hospitals recognized 
members of the Veterans Upward Bound 
program with gift cards for their hard 
work and dedication to the program.  
The Brownsville Police Department 
Honor Guard conducted a 21-gun salute 
to fallen servicemen and women.  
Attendees wrote messages to veterans 
and those currently deployed on a 
Memory Wall on the Main lawn. Some 
of the messages were simple, like the 
name of the veteran and where he or she 
had served. Other messages encouraged 
veterans currently attending the 
university. 
A Prisoner of War/Missing in Action 
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tournaments, Humans vs. Zombies 
fundraiser 
Meetings: 4:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the 
Student Union Comedor  
Membership requirements: Must 
be a UTB student in good academic 
standing.
For more information: kkayal91@
gmail.com
--Compiled by Monica Gudiño
The table was set for five to symbolize 
the different branches of the military 
and was small to show the frailty of one 
prisoner against his or her suppressors. 
A white cloth adorned the table to 
symbolize the purity of the captured to 
respond to their country’s call of arms.
A vase containing a single rose was on 
the table to symbolize the blood many 
have shed in sacrifice to ensure the 
freedom of the United States. The rose 
also represents the faith of many families 
and friends waiting for their POW/MIA 
to return home. A red ribbon around the 
vase represents the red ribbons on lapels 
worn by those who demand the proper 
account of the servicemen and women. 
A slice of lemon on the plates displays 
their bitter fate.  Salt on the plate 
symbolizes the tears of the POW/MIAs 
as they wait to be rescued. 
The glasses were inverted because the 
captured could not toast. 
The candle is reminiscent of the light of 
hope to illuminate their way home, away 
from their captors and into the arms of a 
grateful nation. 
“When the call goes out to defend 
our democratic freedom, only about 
1.7 percent of the total population 
step forward and make a commitment 
through military service,” said U.S. Army 
Reserve Maj. Eva Bratschi, an assistant 
professor of military science and master 
of ceremonies. “Today, we honor all who 
have served and continue to serve and 
respectfully remember those who gave 
the ultimate sacrifice.” 




Ensemble members Kevin 
Guerra (from left), Jacob 
Castañeda and Jose 
Aguilar perform “Ostinato 
Pianissimo” by Henry 
Cowell. 
This is the second time “The 99 on Tour” visits Brownsville. The production was presented 
Oct.11-Nov. 3 at 325 Mexico Blvd. For more information, visit www.whatisthe99.com.
Hope Ngo, (from left) Oscar Rodriguez and Alejandro Zamarripa portray the lifestyle of living in a 
crack house Oct. 26 during a presentation of “The 99,” a walk-through theater that graphically 
re-enacts the five leading causes of death among teenagers and young adults, according to the 
organization’s website, whatisthe99.com. Drugs and alcohol are the cause of many of these 
deaths and a majority of them can be avoided. “The 99” refers to statistics from the national 
Centers for Disease Control showing that on average, 99 young people between the ages of 12 
and 24 die every day in the United States.
Michelle esPinoza/Collegian Photos
BORDERLINE LIVING
Alejandro Zamarripa screams at the audience to help save his “brother,” 
who has overdosed in this scene from “The 99.” 









The UT-Brownsville Percussion Ensemble performs “Ostinato Pianissimo” by Henry Cowell under 
the direction of Mark Eichenberger during a concert Nov. 11 in the Texas Southmost College Arts 
Center. Members of the ensemble include (from left) Edgar Berlanga, Mathew Campbell, Manuel 
Treviño, Justin Wilson, Kevin Guerra, Jacob Castañeda and Jose Aguilar. 
UT-Brownsville Percussion Ensemble members (from left) Manuel Treviño, Mathew Campbell, 
Raul Garza and Edgar Berlanga perform “Boboland” by Kevin Bobo.
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Descubriendo un mundo de 
posibilidades
Estudiantes exploran opciones durante la Feria de Estudio en el Extranjero 
Por Magaly Rosales
EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL
A pesar del clima fresco, estudiantes 
se reunieron en la Feria de Estudio en el 
Extranjero organizado por la Oficina de 
Compromiso Global el pasado miércoles.
Los estudiantes se informaron sobre 
las opciones de estudio en el extranjero 
que están disponibles en el verano y 
otoño del 2014. 
Cinco programas están siendo 
ofrecidos para el siguiente verano: un 
programa de educación en Chile, lectura 
y escritura de la naturaleza en Costa 
Rica, fotoperiodismo en China, música 
en Austria y francés en Francia. 
Los programas de semestre están 
disponibles en universidades en 
Australia, Austria, Brasil, China, Costa 
Rica, Francia, Irlanda, Corea del Sur, 
México, Polonia, Rusia, España, Suecia y 
Suiza. 
Cuando se le preguntó porque es 
importante que los estudiantes viajen al 
extranjero, Larissa Guijosa, coordinadora 
de estudio al extranjero de la Oficina 
de Compromiso Global, contestó: “Es 
importante para que los estudiantes 
lo puedan agregar a sus currículos, a 
sus resumes. Esto no solo les eleva sus 
resumes, pero también les da sentido del 
mundo. Desafortunadamente, muchos 
de nuestros estudiantes no han tenido 
la oportunidad de ver más allá de lo que 
él [Valle del Rio Grande] ofrece, lo cual 
es mucho. Tus horizontes se expanden. 
Aprendes mucho más además de estar en 
un aula, también de estar en otro lugar, a 
menudo con otros lenguajes”.
El número de estudiantes que 
participan en el programa varia por 
semestre. Veinticinco estudiantes 
participarán en la primavera.
Los estudiantes tienden a pensar 
que estudiar en el extranjero puede ser 
costoso, pero puede ser pagado con 
ayuda financiera.
 “Para el programa de semestre, la 
ventaja más grande es que los estudiantes 
siguen registrados en UTB”, Guijosa dijo. 
“Virtualmente son estudiantes de UTB 
en el sentido de que cualquier ayuda 
financiera que tengan, cualquier beca, 
es aplicada igualmente. Los estudiantes 
solo son responsables por sus costos 
personales, que son la renta, gastos de 
manutención, traslado, etc., cuando 
están en el extranjero”.
Para el verano, Guijosa dijo que la 
ayuda financiera cubre los costos de la 
clase, pero dependiendo en qué país 
visiten y que clase tomen, puede que los 
estudiantes necesiten un préstamo para 
cubrir gastos.
El costo de los programas todavía no 
está disponible. 
Eduardo Duran, un estudiante de 
finanzas de tercer año, ha visitado dos 
países a través del programa de estudios 
en el extranjero.
Mientras estuvo en Costa Rica, 
aprendió sobre ciencia del ambiente, 
escritura ambiental y preservación de 
especies. En Francia, aprendió sobre la 
cultura e historia de las civilizaciones 
occidentales. 
“Mi padre siempre me dice, cuando 
estoy  contemplando aplicar a uno 
de estos programas, ‘No lo pienses’”, 
Duran dijo. ‘“Te vas a graduar, quieres 
casarte, tener una casa, bebés, lo que 
sea, y la última cosa en la que vas a estar 
pensando es en ir a Paris o a Costa Rica, 
o al extranjero. No lo pienses, ahora es 
tiempo. No tienes muchas cosas de que 
preocuparte’”.
Cuando se le preguntó si recomendaría 
el  programa a otros estudiantes, Duran 
respondió: “Claro. Yo soy un estudiante 
de negocios y ambos de los programas 
en los que he viajado no tienen nada 
que ver con negocios, pero sí como una 
experiencia personal y conocimiento 
general. Puedes empezar buenas 
conversaciones sobre el tema… Sí, se lo 
recomendaría a otros”. 
Entre los estudiantes que asistieron a 
la feria estaba Kevin Rock, un estudiante 
de historia de primer año, quien dijo que 
estudiar en el extranjero es importante.
“Es importante para conocer otras 
culturas mejor y exponerse al mundo que 
nos rodea”, Rock dijo. ‘Es básicamente 
una experiencia que todos necesitan al 
menos una vez en sus vidas”.
A Rock le gustaría estudiar en Paris, 
Viena o Costa Rica el próximo año.  
“Creo que es importante ser un poco 
sofisticado y ver otras cosas”, dijo 
estudiante de negocios de segundo año 
Joshua Barker, quien también asistió a la 
feria. “Como todos saben, Brownsville no 
es todo el mundo, y creo que es importante 
que empiece a diversificarme”. 
Barker planea estudiar en el extranjero 
en uno de los próximos semestres. 
“Estoy interesado en un programa de 
música, o tal vez de negocios, cualquier 
cosa que me pueda sacar de aquí durante 
algún tiempo”, él dijo. “Estaría dispuesto 
a estudiar cualquier cosa que ofrezcan”.
La fecha límite para hacer solicitud 
para el verano varía por programa; para 
el semestre de otoño, la fecha límite es 
marzo 15. 
Para estudiar en el extranjero, es 
requerido que los estudiantes tengan 
un promedio de por lo menos 3.0, tres 
cartas de referencia, y una redacción 
describiendo el porqué les gustaría 
estudiar en el extranjero.
La Feria de Estudio en el Extranjero 
fue parte de la observación de la Semana 
de la Educación Internacional de la 
universidad. Para más información 
en el programa, llame a la Oficina de 
Compromiso Global al 882-7092.
Por Juan Esteve
La selección Azteca goleó, gustó 
y ganó 5-1 el primer partido de la 
recalificación al mundial Brasil 2014 
contra Nueva Zelanda. Este juego 
crucial se disputó el miércoles pasado 
en el Estadio Azteca de la capital 
mexicana.
Esta recalificación es la última 
carta que el Tri tiene para ir a la justa 
mundiasta en Brasil. Después de tener 
graves problemas en el hexagonal de 
la CONCAF, es la última llamada para 
México de Miguel “Piojo” Herrera, la 
selección verde con un tinte amarillo 
debido a la gran cantidad de jugadores 
del América, 10 para ser más exactos 
intenta salvarle el pellejo a toda la 
federación mexicana de  fútbol.
Para este partido contra los “All 
Whites” el Piojo decidió no llamar a 
ningún jugador que actúa en el fútbol 
europeo y jugársela con gente  de su 
confianza, es por eso que el América 
fue la base para esta selección.
Además de jugadores del AME  el 
Piojo llamó al delantero Oribe Peralta 
del  Santos, Rafa Márquez, Luis 
Montes y Carlos Peña de Léon.
El partido se jugó en un horario 
inusual a las 2:30 p.m. la razón por la 
cual se disputó al mediodía fue para 
aprovechar el coctel que se forma 
en  la capital mexicana con el calor, 
contaminación y la altura. Todo esto 
para sacar una ventaja adicional a la 
futbolística. Esto con la intención de 
liquidar a las  “Kiwis” en el primer 
partido y llegar más confiados 
al partido de vuelta el día 20 de 
noviembre en Wellington.
Los verdes fueron obviamente 
superiores en lo futbolístico por lo que 
para muchos expertos esta medida fue 
extremista y un poco sucia por parte 
de la federación mexicana de fútbol, 
quienes trataron de hacer todo lo 
posible para poner al equipo azteca en 
la fase final del campeonato mundial 
de la FIFA. 
La selección mexicana respondió 
y le dio a la afición mexicana una 
satisfacción para cerrar un año lleno 
de sufrimiento. Aunque después 
de este abismal triunfo ante los 
Neozelandeses. Las preguntas  sobre 
el verdadero nivel de este América 
vestido de verde llegarán, después 
de este repechaje, en cuanto a que 
sucederá con Herrera en caso de 
calificar al Tri a Brasil. Porque este 
América vestido de selección nacional 
puede que sea suficiente para ganar a 
los Kiwis pero serán capaces de jugar 
contra selecciones de mayor nivel en 
Brasil. Estas  son las dudas que se 
generarán en caso de que la selección 
avance en este repechaje.
--Juan Esteve es estudiante de 




México y Nueva Zelanda 
por un boleto al Mundial 
Martha Ortiz/Collegian
Profesor de Música Art Brownlow provee información a estudiante de educación vocal, Roel Benitez, durante la Feria de Estudios en el Extranjero 
que se llevó a cabo el miércoles pasado en el patio principal de UT-Brownsville. También en la fotografía aparecen Pamela Herring, instructora de 
inglés, estudiantes de educación vocal Brandon Binder y Josephine Briseño, y Joshua Barker, estudiante de negocios. 
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Athlete of the Week 
AmAndA Arredondo/Collegian 
The UT-Brownsville Men’s Cross 
Country Team has clinched a spot in the 
National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics Meet in the first season of the 
program by finishing first in the Red 
River Athletic Conference Meet, held 
Nov. 8 in the northeast Texas city of New 
Summerfield.
The Ocelots bested Wiley College in 
the meet with three runners in the top 
five. David Guillen ran the 8K in a time of 
26:14.1 to take the top spot in the meet. 
Juan Cardenas (27:24.7) placed third and 
Hector Becerra (27:54.1) was close behind 
in fourth place.
“We’re excited to go to the national 
meet,” Cross Country Coach Dan 
Balaguero said. “They ran really well 
at the conference meet. We had a good 
season and we’re looking to finish strong 
in Kansas.”
Wiley College finished in second place 
with runners Patrick Mutai (27:55.0) 
placing fifth, Victor Rotich (28:11.0) 
finishing sixth, Paul Sterlen (29:19.2) in 
eighth and Jeremiah Kipkemei (29:24.1), 
ninth. Our Lady of the Lake University 
finished third with Jonathan Yanez 
The UT-Brownsville Volleyball Team 
remains at the top of the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Coaches Poll and is headed to nationals 
after winning the Red River Athletic 
Conference Tournament for the fifth 
consecutive year.
UTB begins Pool Play Dec. 3 in Sioux 
City, Iowa. 
The Ocelots defeated the Wiley College 
Wildcats in three sets during the finals 
match of the RRAC Tournament, held 
Nov. 9 in the Garza Gym. UTB was down 
3-0 in the first set but came back to tie it 
up at 8-8. The Ocelots then took the lead 
and would not turn back as they took Set 
1 25-14.
UTB dominated early in Set 2 and took 
a 9-3 lead. The Wildcats made things 
interesting, pulling within two points, 
but the Ocelots took control to take a 25-
18 set win.
Set 3 was all Ocelots, as they took the 
set and the conference title with a 25-17 
win.
“First, let me say congratulations to 
UTB for winning it all over again,” Wiley 
College Coach Nancy Sikobe said after 
the game. “I’d say it was a good game 
for us although we didn’t’ play as well as 
I expected the girls to play, but it was a 
good game because they didn’t let down.”
The Ocelots won their sixth conference 
title in seven years.
UTB middle blocker Vanja Joksic 
posted 11 kills in the title-clinching game. 
Outside hitter Danica Markovic had a 
double-double with 10 kills and 12 digs. 
Wiley middle blocker Lucy Ricord 
posted nine kills for the Wildcats. 
“It’s nice to always get the tournament. 
I thought we could’ve played a little bit 
better but, overall, Wiley played well 
today and pushed us in a couple of spots,” 
UTB Athletics Director and Volleyball 
Coach Todd Lowery said after the game. 
“Five conference championships in a 
row is a huge feat, especially for this 
group of seniors. To go out without 
losing a conference match in four years 
is something really special. We just got to 
go get it done in nationals now.”
After the match, the All-Tournament 
Team was announced. Joksic was 
awarded Tournament MVP. She had 18 
kills in the tournament.”
“It feels really good,” Joksic said. “I 
didn’t expect it at all. As I said, volleyball 
is not an individual sport. It’s a team 
sport. It’s for all of them and they all are 
part of it.”
Fellow Ocelot Markovic and right-side 
hitter Michelle Marques were named 
on the All-Tournament Team. Wiley 
College’s outside hitter Fatoumata 






Hometown: Belo Horizonte, Minas 
Gerais, Brazil
Who is your favorite athlete? 
“Cristiano Ronaldo. The way he plays, 
he’s always fighting for the ball and he’s 
strong, the way he dribbles.” Ronaldo 
of Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, won the 
2004 Bravo Award, 2008 FIFA World 
UT-Brownsville middle blocker Ana Guerra prepares to spike the ball against the Our Lady of the 
Lake University Saints during a Red River Athletic Conference match Nov. 8 in the Garza Gym. 
The Ocelots defeated the Saints 3-0 and advanced to the tournament final.
Volleyball going to nationals
By Sergio Mata
SPORTS EDITOR
Player of the Year award and the 2012 
Goal.com Player of the Year award. 
Who is your role model? “My mom 
because the way she always fights for 
what she wants and she always fights 
for her kids. … So, I want to be like her 
in the future.”
What do you like to do for fun? “I 
like to play any type of sport, mainly 
soccer. Besides [sports], I like to watch 
TV, just chill with my friends and Skype 
with my family.”
When did you begin playing 
soccer and why did you start 
playing? “I was in eighth grade and 
I started because I always liked to 
play in sports. So this coach from my 
high school called me and [asked] if I 
wanted to play and I started loving it.” 
Did you play in high school and 
did you get any awards? “I played 
in high school and we were the regional 
champions and fifth in nationals. “
What is your favorite movie? “I’d 
say, ‘What’s Your Number?’ It’s a funny 
movie and I [like] to watch it with my 
friends.”
What are your goals for next 
season? “Go to nationals, win the 
conference tournament and be able to 
finish in first place.”
Is there a song that gets your head 
in the game? “‘Wake Me Up’ by Avicii. 
I just really like the beat of the song, so 
it pumps me up for the game.”
--Compiled by Kaila Contreras 
Cross Country runners 
headed to nationals
mArthA ortiz/Collegian 
Dacosta and middle blocker Susan 
Tsisiche, Bacone College setter Toree 
Misa’alefua and Our Lady of the Lake 
University right-side hitter Kendall Groff 
were named as well.
Earlier in the tournament, UTB 
defeated the Our Lady of the Lake 
University Saints in three sets in the 
semifinal round of the RRAC meet Nov. 
8.
The Saints started strong in Set 1 with 
a 5-1 advantage over the Ocelots. UTB 
ended up coming back with a 13-8 run 
to force an OLLU timeout. The Ocelots 
were able to hold on long enough to go 
on another run to take Set 1 25-17.
UTB witnessed the determination of 
the Saints yet again in Set 2, finding itself 
in a 7-7 draw. The Ocelots then went on a 
huge 18-5 run to take a 2-0 set lead with 
a 25-12 win. 
In Set 3, the Ocelots found themselves 
in another 7-7 draw, but the team went 
on to take the set 25-16 to advance to the 
finals. 
“I thought we played well and we 
fought, but Brownsville was a little too 
strong,” OLLU Volleyball Coach Mark 
Lee said after the game.
Outside hitter Danica Markovic had a 
double-double with 11 kills and 11 digs. 
Right-side hitter Michelle Marques 
earned nine kills and setter Xiaoyu Guo 
posted 34 assists and nine digs. 
“I thought we started a little slow in 
Game 1. I’m not sure why,” Lowery said 
in a postgame interview. “Usually, we 
come out when we’re at home and play 
really well, but we got off to a little bit of a 
slow start and then had things going the 
rest of the night.”
The Saints advanced to the semifinals 
after defeating the University of St. 
Thomas-Houston Celts in four sets. 
Bacone College defeated University of 
the Southwest in three sets, but fell to 
Wiley College in the semifinals in three 
sets. 
In other UTB Athletics news, the men’s 
and women’s soccer teams lost in the Red 
River Athletic Conference Finals Nov. 
9 in Houston. Both teams entered the 
tournament with the No.2 seed.
The men fell 3-0 to the No. 1-seeded 
University of St. Thomas-Houston Celts. 
The women fell 2-1 to the No. 1-seeded 
Our Lady of the Lake University Saints. 
With the loss, both teams didn’t clinch 
an automatic spot in the NAIA National 
Championship Tournament. The men’s 
tournament has 23 automatic clinchers 
with nine at-large selections. The 
women’s has 24 automatic clinchers with 
eight at-large selections. The full field 
was announced Sunday. Results were 
unavailable at press time.
Meet scheduled Saturday in Kansas
By Sergio Mata
SPORTS EDITOR
(26:58.1) placing second individually. 
Bacone College captured fourth place with 
Damon Briggs (29:38.1) coming in 10th.
The UTB women’s team came in 
second place, falling three points behind 
RRAC Champion OLLU. Vanessa Garcia 
(17:42.1) posted the best individual 
time while her sisters, Celina (19:21.5) 
and Margarita (19:25.3), placed fourth 
and sixth, respectively. Selene Becerra 
(19:31.6) earned seventh place. Becerra 
and the Garcia sisters each clinched a 
spot to run in the NAIA National Meet in 
Lawrence, Kan., Saturday.
“Women did excellent,” Balaguero 
said. “It’s very unfortunate to not qualify 
as a team. We have four individuals 
qualified, so great for them. They deserve 
it. Hopefully, next year, we could win the 
conference as a team.”
OLLU had four runners in the top 10. 
Ceara O’Donnell (19:07.1) was runner up 
to Ocelot Vanessa Garcia (17:42.1). Erica 
Ramos (19:18.7) finished third for OLLU. 
Lauren Echeveria (19:25.0) finished fifth 
and Alex Deluna (19:52.2) placed ninth. 
Langston University earned third place 
in the standings with two top 10 runners. 
Kiajuana Brimer (19:56.4) took ninth and 
Tiajuana Brimer (19:56.7) finished right 
behind.
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of nine condemned and dilapidated 
structures. Purchasing and Contracting 
Services Manager Roberto C. Luna had 
recommended the lowest bidder, MR 
Construction and Demolition of Mission, 
at $85,110.
However, District 4 Commissioner 
John Villarreal asked if the city had the 
right to exercise local preference on the 
contract.
Rick Cardenas, president of Cubco 
Construction, the second-lowest bidder 
on the project at $86,000, addressed the 
commission, saying, “Since Brownsville 
is listed as a labor surplus community 
by the Department of Labor that you are 
almost required to give [the contract] to 
the local firm.” 
Sossi told the commission, however, 
that the city is not permitted to use local 
preference on the contract. 
Commissioner At-Large “A” Estela 
Vasquez made a motion to table the item, 
and it passed.
“I just want to make sure that if there 
is a local preference and we’re allowed 
[to use them],” Vasquez said. “And if 
we’re not, then maybe we can explain 
it and for our clarification, I would like 
the explanation as well, so that we can 
make sure that if we’re not allowed that 
[Rick Cardenas] is clear on why we’re not 
allowed.” 
Funding for this project would come 
from a Community Development Block 
Grant, city administrators said. Collegian News Webcast 
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